As Heard on News1130…
Vancouver based stock newsletter ranked by
CBS MarketWatch as one of the ‘Top 10’ in North America
CKWX News1130 INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT: Broadcasted September 15, 2002
News1130: A local independent stock analyst is getting some pretty impressive accolades south
of the border. CBS MarketWatch has ranked the Linde Equity Report as one of the ‘Top 10’ best
performing newsletters in North America. Teal Linde is the editor.
Teal Linde: I’ve been researching and investing in stocks since 1995. I had a very good run
throughout the late ‘90s like a lot of people did and I was inspired by my success to start
publishing my own research. I started doing that in May 2000. Now that was the peak of the bull
market, but since then I’ve still been able to achieve very decent returns and CBS MarketWatch
has taken notice. They have been tracking me along with a lot of other newsletters in North
America.
News1130: He tells News1130 it’s good to get the international recognition.
Teal Linde: I started in May 2000 and I recommend one stock a month. I’m very selective. I
found it very difficult in the beginning to even find one stock a month that I thought would be
worth investing in. I thought that over 95% of them were overvalued. So based on one stock a
month, I’ve recommended close to 30 stocks. The average holding period of each stock from the
time I recommended it is about 8.6 months and the average return for each recommendation is
23%.
News1130: And Linde says performance wise, that’s not too bad considering the recent market
volatility.
Teal Linde: If you annualize that, it’s over 30%. CBS MarketWatch published their rankings for
the last 12 months. They did a post September 11 article. What they do is build portfolios on the
buy and sell recommendation of newsletters and they had me pegged at a 21.6% return for the
last 12 months.
News1130: For more information you can log on to Teal Linde’s website at superiorstocks.com.

